PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE ANNOUNCEMENT

Cyberex SuperSwitch®3
ZeroFootprint
Digital static transfer switches

The ABB life cycle management model is designed to manage an orderly transition to new replacement products or to choose from various lifetime extending services. At the same time the model ensures access to continuing support for our customers.

Current life cycle status
The Cyberex® SuperSwitch®3 (SS3) digital static transfer switches (DSTS) and ZeroFootprint (ZF Series) integrated systems have been in the Classic phase since 2004, according to the ABB life cycle model outlined above.

Life cycle plan
The plan is to transfer the SS3 and ZF products to the Limited life cycle phase effective 10/02/2019.

Product availability in Classic phase
As part of the Limited stage, SS3 and ZF products will no longer be available for new quotes/opportunities. Additionally, due to the lack of ETL listing to UL standards for STS models greater than 2000A and highly custom design requirements, 3000A and 4000A STS models will no longer be available to quote or sell.

Recommended actions
The Cyberex® SuperSwitch®4 DSTS (SS4) will be quoted for all new STS opportunities. Furthermore, no replacement or active product will be offered for units greater than 2000A at this time. We will honor all active quotes, per the current quote validity period.

Complete life cycle services, including spare parts and support services, will continue to be available until product status will change to Obsolete.
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For more information please contact your local ABB representative or visit www.abb/ups/static-switches.